
Independent Studio Component 
{proposal + visual plan guidelines}

Using a separate piece of paper address the following questions {typed} about your proposed studio 
project or projects. I expect ALL questions below to be addressed in paragraph form. The language can be 
informal, but still thoughtfully proof read. Make sure each question is addressed. Any good proposal 
includes a detailed sketch or diagram, visually communicating the direction of your project. Therefore, I 
expect your typed proposal to have a thoughtful sketch or visual plan. Once you get working in the studio, 
it is ok to adjust or change your overall plan...but do your best to !ush out your main ideas in the 
beginning.

Thoughtful proposal + visual plan is due on Friday, January 24th by 1pm. 
{turn into the landing zone outside of my of!ce}

Proposal Guidelines:
+ Name
+ Major {be speci"c}
+ What do you think are your strengths + weaknesses within your area of study? Be speci"c & be 

honest...this can be tricky.
+ Breakdown your overall project(s) formally {what it will look like; scale; color; think...formal elements & 

principles of design} 
+ Breakdown your overall project(s) conceptually {the ideas; meaning; thematic vision; content; how do you 

want people to respond emotionally to your work}
+ Tell what material(s) you would like to use...and tell me WHY you want to use this speci"c material(s)?
+ Tell me WHY you are choosing to do this? 
+ Tell me how you would like your work to be presented when you are "nished? {sculpture on the !oor; 

hung from ceiling; projected images; intimate photos; underwater; traditionally on wall; decaying in the 
space?}

+ Feel free to sell me on your idea/plan. Give me any additional information you think is important. 
+ Any good proposal has a diagram or developed sketch of the proposed project or the general direction 

of things. This is a visual medium. VISUALLY de"ne what you want to do.
+ Remember no late work.  I am looking forward to reviewing your proofread/thoughtful work.

STUCK...NEED SOME IDEAS? {a small list to consider/marinate on}

1. Monochromatic images/surfaces. {Anges Martin}
2. Work based on repetition of a shape or object. {Warhol}
3. Work incorporating speci!c older art work...master study remix {Cornell’s use of Medici boy, visual 

sampling}
4. Painting investigating layering & erosion/wear into structure & surface.{Dubuffet, Spoeri, Tapies}
5. Elegant simplicity. {Motherwell, Malevich}
6. Elaborate, complex, obsessive. {Ossorio, Schwitters, Jess}
7. Work exploring the collections of things; still life objects; other odd things. {Displays in natural 

science museums}
8. Work exploring the tradition of the box. {Cornell, Samaras, Betty Saar}
9. Use of natural materials similar to Japanese traditional packaging. {book, How to Wrap a Dozen 

Eggs}
10. Recycling typical & unexpected materials to create an image or object.{Dan Phillips, Lance Letscher}
11. Use of found text, old postcards, newspaper/magazine ads, digitally manipulated text, or 

reproducing it thru other means(projection), text has played a big role in collage & painting 
throughout the 20th century.{Picasso, Brauque, Letscher}

12. Content inspired work based on an article from www.aldaily.com
13. Surrealism. {Magritte, Ernst, Dali, Jess}
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14. Incorporation of sewing or embroidery techniques in your photo/drawing/print/painting. {Samaras, 
Ringgold}

15. Work inspired by political or sociological events.{Heart!eld, Hoch, Kienholz, Hamilton, Warhol, 
Bearden}

16. Work exploring various techniques/approaches.{texture, image transfers; transparent to opaque}
17. Work based on the memory of a particular event(s) using elements related to that experience that can 

function as both an art medium & a metaphor for your thoughts on that event. Consider the symbolic 
associations & meanings your viewer may bring to your choice of material. {Janine Antoni, Gabriel 
Orozco}

18. Through your work, !nd ways to make time visible.{Vija Celmins, Tim Hawkinson, Martin Puryear, 
Paul Pfeiffer}

19. Keep a secret chart on what makes you laugh over the course of a week to help you identify what 
kinds of humor makes you laugh. Create a series based on the elements of humor collected.

20. Use various types of humor, including satire, irony, and sarcasm in a drawing/painting/object to 
comment on a serious issue: natural disasters, accidents, political unrest, etc.{Eleanor Antin, Walton 
Ford, Elizabeth Murray, Raymond Pettibone}

21. Create on alter-ego for yourself {secret agent, rock star, super hero, etc.} and bring it to life in a 
narrative work. {Antin}

22. Vija Celmins states that when time is taken to create a work of art, the artist’s unconscious is allowed 
to seep into it. Choose an object to represent & make 2 paintings. Spend a week to create one & 
spend an hour or less to create the other. Create a series & compare the difference.

23. Have you ever felt attracted & repulsed simultaneously? Create a work that re"ects this idea. {Walton 
Ford, Ivan Albright}

24. Create a cast of characters & think about what they identify/represent. Then create a work based on 
where these characters might live.{Trenton Doyle Hancock}

25. Consider how scale changes our thinking about objects or works of art. How does making something 
signi!cantly larger or smaller affect our understanding of that object? Create a work that plays with 
the idea of scale.

26. Transform a common painting situation/scene into something new. Consider whether the 
modi!cations will enhance the intrinsic nature of the painting or disguise its original intention or 
function.

27. Create a portrait of a signi!cant living or historical !gure using abstract shapes, forms, or symbolic 
elements that represent signi!cant aspects of their lives. {Martin Puryear}

28. Write a mythological story & visually communicate this in your drawing/photo/print.
29. Study the use of symbols & icons in the 20th century advertising. Use this knowledge to create a 

something. {Margaret Kilgallen & Barry McGee, Jeff Koons}
30. Make a self-portrait without including a face or a !gure.
31. Pretend you are a code breaker, create a work using a complex secret code.(of numbers, letters, 

images, or a pattern of various materials)
32. Create a work based on temporary/ non archival materials from nature; literal or implied nature 

{Andy Goldsworthy}
33. Create a work based on transforming one speci!c material. {super photo realism; illusions, to trick the 

eye} 
34. Create a work referencing maps & directional devices.
35. Create a work that is meant to be viewed from an unusual vantage point.{On the ground, hanging 

from the ceiling, while the viewer crawls thru it...}
36. Exploration of pattern/repetition of motif. {Shapiro, Shields, Wiley, Pfaff, Samaras}
37. Consider conceptual ideas both personal and universal to the human condition.
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